
AirSpace Gallery:
an artist led gallery and studios in Stoke-on-Trent - opened 2006.



2006
Falcon Works









Indefinable City, 2007



Indefinable City, 2007



2007
Broad Street





2010







Corinne Felgate Totem:Trajectories in Tragedy and Triumph, Gallery installation view
British Ceramics Biennial 



Alongside Tim Knowles solo 

exhibition, 2014 we created a 

separate room within the gallery, 

acting as a library of walking 

practices.





The exhibition of paintings by Harry Adams was a rarity at AirSpace



Oak Tree Adoption:

Harry Adams made ltd 

edition pots at 

BCB studio, for the Oak 

Trees grown from Acorns 

they collected.

We have been working on 

Green projects in the city 

since 2012 – let me tell 

you about one of them...





Rita Floyd, flower maker 
since the 1970s.







Regular gardening events, and activities: working with local nursery.



Blue Italian Border at 
RHS Tatton 2017



Graduate Residency Scheme: original ethos of the gallery, spaces to work and be 

supported...recognised need for recent graduate support in the city 

Emilie Atkinson, Slade School of Art graduate participant 2015/16



Open Call on AirSpace Gallery Website: Opportunity section closes June 24th  



Artist Soup Kitchen: support for artists 



The Artist Soup Kitchen is a 

relational artwork, each recipe 

designed in response to the 

discussion or exhibition.



Artist Residencies: 
In the gallery and beyond, 
sometimes in partnership, and often 
leading to further work with the 
artists involved.



Stephanie Rushton, Woman’s Work residency – a photographic project documenting 
creative women from across Stoke-on-Trent at work



Partnership working with various 
partners across the city over the past 
13 years.



Opportunity to curate new works in response to a historic collection: benefit to both orgs



Current and future projects: yesterday at AirSpace 



6 residencies within the gallery, and 

on a designated Brownfield site 

nearby.

The research centre provides an 

overview of work by artists, working 

within this context, and a space to 

develop:

a large scale 3 year project, in 

partnership with The Potteries 

Museum and Art Gallery, rethinking 

and reimaging the Brownfields of 

Stoke-on-Trent.

Public art project, bio blitz, green 

projects, and the development of a 

series of proposals from the 

connections made via the Research 

Centre.



Does the success of your space bring any challenges?



What’s next?

Organisational development 

Opportunity to bring more people into the project

Stability for the building

Involvement in the Portland Inn Project


